
Date 25.04.2022 No.SUR/PIOPTG/R/TM 

afay aràAT ET-208/2022 

7T ,ftroyy , arf gfam TATA, faput 

Maru Aashish (UR)Trains Manager (Goods) Sr. Trains Manager 

/SUR (Level-5)
Under SS/sUR 

Promoted vice 

(Goods)/SUR (Level-6) 
Under SS/sUR 

00529803355 vacancy w.e.f. 

30.04.2021 on 

proforma basis. 

Above named has been promoted as Sr. Trains Manager, in Level 6, from the date his junior Shri. 

Manoj Kumar Patwa, has been promoted, i.e. with effect from 30.04.2021 on 'Proforma basis' and on 

actual basis from the date he shoulders higher responsibilities. 

The above promotion order is provisional and subject to the conditions that there is no 

DAR/SPENIG cases pending and he is not undergoing any penalty debaring promotion, which should 

be ensured by the supervisor/official concerned before the promotion is affected. 

The promotion is also subject to disposal of writ petition/appeal/appiications pending in 

Honorable Supreme court/High Court or CAT as the case may be. The employee is eligible to draw 

higher rate of pay in the promoted grade from the date he shouldering higher responsibility.

Fixation of pay will be done as per extent rule on the subject. Employee is eligible to exercise as 

option within a period of one month for fixation of pay on promotion in the manner as laid down in RB's 

Lr. No. F(E)IV89/FR-1/1 dtd.12/12/1991-Amendment to the IREC Vol.(VI Edition 87). However those who 

have already awarded Higher grade under MACP scheme are not entitled for pay fixation on their regular 

promotion as it is the same grade granted under MACP in reference to para 4 of annexure of Railway 

Boar's letter No. PC-5/2009/ACP dated 10.06.2009. 

The promotion is subject to outcome of the main SLPs and the contempt petition mentioned in 

the Railway Boars letter No.2016-E(SCT)1/25/8 dated 30.09.2016 (RBE No.117/2016). And as per 

instructions of HQ letter No.P/HQ/Ruling/O/817 dtd.04/10/2016 and clarification of HQ's letter 

No.P/CR/HQ/RP/601-Policy dtd.15.03.2017.

The date of shouldering higher responsibility of the employee should be advised to all concerned 

without fail. 

(TE HAR) 

CI-Sr.DOM & Sr.DFM/SUR for information please. 
CI- SS/ SUR for information and necessary action please. 
CI-0.0. Cadre, P/File 
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